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Predictive models were developed for stiffness and bending strength of southern pine 2x6, eight 
ft. lumber using nondestructive measurements of stresswave velocity, density and visual 
characteristics such as knots, slope of grain and rate of growth. To account for local areas of 
weakened material due to knots and slope of grain, a grid system was developed to quantify 
general knot size and location. Multiple regression models were created using these physical and 
visual measurements. Two sets of models were developed: one that removed influential samples 
with abnormal wavespeeds (greater than 18,000 ft./s) indicative of poor wood quality; and, 
models that included all samples. Static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) model performance was 
significantly better for those that removed influential samples compared to the all-sample 
models, with an R2 of 0.892 and 0.720, respectively. Modulus of rupture (MOR) model 
performance was slightly better with influential samples removed – R2 of 0.714 and 0.690, 
respectively. The location of knots within a board significantly altered the mechanical properties, 
especially bending strength. The results indicate potential for greater specification of allowable 
stresses for different orientations during bending. A simulated grading study was conducted to 
assess the feasibility of the developed models. Thousands of samples were generated according 
to estimated variable distributions and graded according to the American Lumber Standards 
Committee Machine Graded Policy. Results suggest that these models may be feasible in an 
















Accurate knowledge of the mechanical properties of structural lumber is essential for the 
proper and efficient use of the material. Unlike most engineering materials, wood is produced by 
a living organism and, as a result, is highly variable due to environmental conditions, genetic 
factors and growth variations (Panshin and DeZeuw 1980). Due to this uncertainty of the material 
properties, a range of methods have been developed to predict the properties of wood using indirect 
observation - that is, measurements obtained without permanently damaging or altering the 
properties of the material (Table 1.1). Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies have greatly 
improved prediction of wood properties which has led to improved grading practices and increased 
standardization according to strength and stiffness. Correct classification of lumber is imperative 
not only for the reliability of a structure, but for the benefit of both producers and users of lumber. 
Improved prediction of mechanical properties reduces variability within a grade and allows each 
piece to be placed in categories with narrower distribution and may even be sorted specific 
applications in mind (FPL 2010).    
 
 
Visual Characteristics color, defects, slope of grain 
 
Physical Tests 
electrical resistance, dielectric properties, vibrational 
properties, wave propagation, acoustic emissions, x-ray, NIR 
spectroscopy  
Chemical Tests composition, presence of treatments 





1.2 Lumber Grading Overview 
 
Visual grading of structural lumber is the oldest and most widely-used method for the 
prediction of mechanical properties. In 1923, the USDA Forest Service Forest Products Laboratory 
published a set of basic grading rules with the first assigned stress values for structural lumber. 
Growth characteristics present in lumber identified by the naked eye such as knots, slope of grain, 
checks and splits, shake, density, decay, and wane are used to estimate the reduction in mechanical 
properties from clear wood of that species. Penalties from clear wood properties, called strength 
ratios and quality factors for stress and stiffness, respectively, are empirically or theoretically 
derived for each growth defect. Depending on the knot size and location, for instance, various 
reductions in strength and stiffness are applied to clear wood values which are then translated to 
full-size structural lumber. Several limiting growth defects may be present in a sample, but the 
greatest reduction is used to estimate the strength according to ASTM D245 – 06 (ASTM 2011). 
 Visually methods have been sufficient in grading structural lumber, primarily for the 
purpose of light framing in residential structures. Mechanically (or machine) graded lumber has 
become widely used for certain applications, such as metal plate trusses or laminated beams, and 
allows the development of increased yield of grades similar to visual grades (Galligan and 
McDonald 2000). Machine stress-rated (MSR) lumber and machine-evaluated lumber (MEL) are 
two methods which both use predictor variables to find the relationship with mechanical properties 
using regression or other statistical inference techniques. Strength-reducing growth characteristics 
used in visual grading, such as edge knots, are incorporated into machine grading criteria to further 
improve prediction. Unlike visual grades that require unique grade rules for each specie, machine 
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graded lumber and its design values are based on physical measurements of the individual board 
which are generally independent of species. Variation within machine grades are generally less 
than comparable visual grades, also.     
1.3 Southern Pine Lumber 
 
 The four major southern pines – Loblolly, Longleaf, Slash and Shortleaf – are among the 
most widely used and versatile wood species in North America. Their individual ranges overlap 
and extend from the upper areas of the south Atlantic states across the southern states to Texas and 
Oklahoma. Southern pine is strong, dries rapidly, treats easily with chemicals and, most 
importantly, is ideal for residential construction. Southern pine has some the highest allowable 
design values of all North American softwood species and is an extremely important engineering 
material (FPL 2010; AWC 2012).   
 Following the peak of 19.0 billion board feet of production in 2005 and the subsequent 
downturn of the housing market, a full recovery is expected by 2014 and the demand for southern 
pine structural lumber will most likely increase. In particular, demand for MSR/MEL southern 
pine lumber is projected to increase substantially over the next five to seven years due to decreased 
supply capacity of spruce-pine-fir (SPF) MSR lumber in eastern and western Canada (MSR 
Lumber Producers Council 2012, 2013b).  One cause is the mountain pine beetle in British 
Columbia which has greatly reduced the volume of merchantable lodgepole pine, a major source 
of SPF MSR lumber. Several bills in Quebec are also expected to reduce the annual allowable cut 
(AAC) in Canada. Bill 57, a sustainable forestry measure implemented in 2013, is expected to 
reduce the AAC by 11.5% while Plan Nord, an economic initiative plan, may reduce the AAC in 
Quebec by an estimated 6% (MSR Lumber Producers Council 2012, 2013b).  
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Table 1.2 – Machine-stress rated and machine evaluated southern pine 
lumber production, 2012 (MSR Lumber Producers Council 2013a) 
The use of prefabricated components and trends toward optimum value engineering 
coupled with reductions in design values of visually graded southern pine is expected to cause an 
increase in the demand and production of machine graded southern pine. By 2017, southern pine 
MSR lumber is expected to account for over 35% of all machine-graded lumber, up from 21% in 
a 2012 production survey (MSR Lumber Producers Council 2013a). Increased demand for 
machine-graded southern pine presents an opportunity to develop new or improved grading 
techniques.  
 Of all the dimensions of southern pine machine-graded lumber produced in 2012, 2x6 
boards were the most produced compared to 2x4, 2x8, 2x10 and 2x12 (Table 1.2). In 2012, MSR 
lumber production dwarfed MEL southern pine production for 2x6 lumber with MEL at just 2.8 
%. However, the percent of MEL lumber within all machine-graded lumber increases as dimension 
increases (Table 1.2). With less machine-graded SPF available in the coming years, these 









Production data comes from a voluntary survey of 29 MSR lumber producers representing 










Percent of  














2 x 6 63.39 25.77 2.8 
2 x 8 57.35 23.32 10.31 
2 x 10 44.64 18.15 22.13 
2 x 12 21.17   8.61 28.01 
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Table 1.3 – Southern pine 2x6 machine-evaluated lumber (MEL) and machine-stress rated lumber 
production since 2003, in MMBF (MSR Lumber Producers Council 2013a) 
as part of its 2012 Annual Production Survey. The relatively small volume of MEL lumber 
produced is not necessarily indicative of an inferior process as compared to MSR lumber, but could 
be reflective of the mills and lumber producers involved in the survey. The percent of MEL 2x6 
southern pine was well above 10 % of the total machine-graded lumber produced in the past decade 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Nondestructive Evaluation of Lumber 
 The predictive capability of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technology has been widely 
studied over the past century with applications in all phases of the manufacturing process, from 
assessing the properties of standing trees to monitoring the quality of finished products. A brief 
overview of visual grading and machine grading of lumber, the two broad categories for predicting 
mechanical properties, were outlined in Chapter 1. A more detailed account of past work of NDE 
and its relevance to this study will be outlined.  
2.1.1 Static Bending Techniques  
 The first works in finding the relationship between modulus of rupture (R) and modulus of 
elasticity (E) were carried out by Potlatch Forests, Inc. researchers in the early 1960s (Hofstrand 
and Howe 1960; Glover 1962; Hoerber 1962). Samples were loaded in flatwise bending and 
regression coefficients were calculated. The difference in calculated modulus of elasticity, whether 
obtained by flat or edgewise bending, was found to be negligible. Other organizations instrumental 
in developing the first industrial methods of stress-grading were the Western Pine Association 
(Portland, Oregon), Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Melbourne, 
Australia) and the Timber Research Unit of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research in 
South Africa (Galligan and MacDonald 2000). An extensive USDA Forest Products Laboratory 
study using thousands of southern pine samples conducted by Doyle and Markwardt (1966) further 
validated an already solid understanding of the relationship of nondestructive parameters and 




Figure 2.1 – Continuous Lumber Tester manufactured by Industrial Sciences, a common type 
of grading machine (Muller 1968) 
E to flatwise E was 0.945 and the correlation between R (edgewise) and E (flatwise) based on 
linear regression was fairly high – 0.679 for 2 x 4 lumber, 0.607 for 2 x 6, 0.674 for 2 x 8 and 
0.443 for 2 x 10.   
 In an industrial setting in which production speed is critical, lumber grading is a continual 
process. Boards are fed continuously through the grading machine and held between roller 
supports with a force applied between them (Figure 2.1). The machine measures either the applied 
load required to produce a fixed deflection or the deflection under a fixed applied load across any 
approximately four foot span. The apparent E, or deflection relating to stiffness, can then be 
calculated for various sections across the length of the board. The minimum apparent E of any 
measured span or the average E of the entire board may be used to classify the stiffness (FPL 
2010). There are numerous varieties of stress-grading machines, each with different loading and 
roller support mechanisms, board orientation and deflection measurement systems. However, they 
each utilize the same underlying theory of measuring the apparent E to predict other mechanical 
properties to segregate into grades. 
 
2.1.2 Transverse Vibration Techniques 
 Vibration methods to predict static properties have been investigated since the 1950s 
(Kitazawa 1950; Bell et al. 1950; Fukada 1950; Matsumoto 1962). Jayne (1959) explicitly 
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proposed a fundamental hypothesis of NDE of wood with regards to dynamic methods: the energy 
storage and dissipation properties of wood materials are controlled by the same mechanisms that 
determine the static behavior. At the microscopic level, energy storage properties, measured as 
frequency of oscillation, are related to cellular orientation and material composition. Energy 
dissipation, measured by rate of decay, is controlled by internal friction characteristics, which is 
related to bonding behavior between constituents (Ross and Pellerin 1994). The natural frequency 
of vibration of an object serves as an indication of the energy storage and the logarithmic decay is 
a measure of the energy dissipation. Jayne hypothesized that energy storage was related to the 
modulus of elasticity and energy dissipation was related to modulus of rupture (Jayne 1959).     
 The relationship between dynamic E and static E was further validated and improved 
(Jayne 1959; James 1964; Pellerin 1965) but the relationship between energy dissipation and 
ultimate strength had not been verified until Pellerin (1965) accurately estimated the modulus of 
rupture by incorporating the energy dissipation of the material, represented by the damping 
coefficient expressed as the rate of decay of vibrations, also known as the logarithmic decrement. 
Using the ratio of dynamic E over logarithmic decrement to predict MOR on construction lumber 
of various moisture contents, sizes, and grades, correlation coefficients as high as 0.92 were 
reported. Among the many recent studies to utilize transverse vibration, Wang et al. (2008) 
predicted the static E from dynamic E for 2x4 southern pine with an R2 of 0.87.   
2.1.3 Stress Wave Techniques 
  
 Stress wave techniques for the evaluation of wood properties have been used since the late 
1800s. Ihlseng (1878, 1879) measured the stress-wave propagation speed of several wood species 
and was able to calculate the modulus of elasticity. Galligan and Courteau (1965) predicted the 
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static bending moduli of Douglas-fir 2x6 lumber from the dynamic modulus of elasticity (Ed) 
obtained from both longitudinal stress wave propagation and transverse vibrational techniques.  
They reported a 0.966 correlation between Ed obtained from stress waves and transverse vibration, 
concluding that the stress wave technique was preferred because it was faster and avoided the issue 
of specimen support that is so critical to vibrational methods.  
 Numerous studies and reviews have concluded that longitudinal stress waves are an 
accurate and rapid technique, whether produced through mechanical impact or with piezoelectric 
transducers operating at higher frequencies of nominal frequency of 20 to 500 kHz (Gerhards 
1982; Ross and Pellerin 1994). Sandoz (1989) produced good results for relating dynamic E from 
ultrasonic measurements and density to static E from third-point bending tests for spruce beams 
of varying dimensions. Rajeshwar et al. (1997) predicted the tensile strength of southern pine 
lumber using ultrasonic methods that were able to detect edge knots as well as slope of grain. 
Divos and Kiss (2010) developed a portable lumber grading tool that utilized ultrasonic 
measurement and several other variables to predict bending strength and stiffness of larch lumber.  
2.1.4 Other Nondestructive Techniques   
 
 A number of other NDE techniques have been researched for the testing of wood products, 
such as microwave, electrical capacitance, light scattering and radiation. Each technique has its 
own unique strengths and limitations and is particularly useful in one aspect of determining wood 
quality. Most applicable and widely used in the grading of structural lumber are those that measure 
slope of grain. The effect of slope of grain has been investigated thoroughly (Bodig and Jayne 
1982; FPL 2010) and is addressed in both SPIB grade rules and AWC NDS®. Two methods of 
measuring the slope of grain are most prominent: electrical capacitance and light scattering.   
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 The dielectric properties of wood and the effect of anisotropy have been known for many 
years (Yavorski 1951; Hearmon and Burcham 1954; Peterson 1960; Norimoto and Yamada 1972). 
In the early 1970s, McLaughlan et al. developed a noncontact slope-of-grain indicator to measure 
grain angle of a wood product by measuring capacitance. The material is subjected to an 
electrostatic field and the dielectric constant is measured. McDonald and Bendtsen (1986) 
measured electrical capacitance on quarter-inch sections to obtain a localized slope of grain profile 
across the entire board.  
 Another more practical way to measure slope of grain is light scattering. A laser is directed 
at the wood surface and is split into reflected light and transmitted light, which travels across either 
cell walls or cell lumens. During light propagation, light transmitted across cell walls attenuates 
more than light transmitted across lumens so it is possible to determine cell orientation from how 
the light propagates – called the “tracheid effect.” This phenomenon was explored and technology 
was developed in the 1980s by Matthews (1987) and Soest (1987), among others.        
2.2 Grading of Southern Pine Lumber 
 
2.2.1 Visually-Graded Lumber 
 
 Southern pine structural lumber is graded according to the visual grade rules published by 
the Southern Pine Inspection Bureau (SPIB) in Standard Grading Rules for Southern Pine Lumber 
(SPIB 2002). As mentioned in Chapter 1, growth characteristics identified visually such as knots, 
slope of grain, rate of growth, checks and splits, shake, density, decay, and wane are used to 
estimate the reduction in mechanical properties from clear wood. Assigned stress and modulus of 
elasticity values are based on tests of full-size lumber and/or small clear specimens following the 
procedures in ASTM D1990 Standard Practice for Establishing Allowable Properties for Visually 
Graded Dimension Lumber from In-Grade Tests of Full Size Specimens (ASTM 2007), ASTM D 
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2555 Standard Test Methods for Establishing Clear Wood Strength Values (ASTM 2011) and 
ASTM D245 Standard Practice for Establishing Structural Grades and Related Allowable 
Properties for Visually Graded Lumber (ASTM 2011).  
 Limiting growth characteristics are given for each grade; hence, the rules describe the 
poorest pieces permitted in a grade, although five percent below grade is the tolerance between 
graders. Any piece that contains characteristics which exceed those permitted in the grade, even if 
taken individually is permitted, must be excluded from the grade. As the assigned allowable 
strength and stiffness increases by grade, the location and magnitude of characteristics become 
more stringent. In a relatively high grade – Select Structural (average E = 1,800,000 psi, allowable 
bending stress = 2,100 psi) – sound knots at the edge wide face of 6 inch wide lumber are permitted 
and are not to exceed 1 and 1/8 inches with slope of grain limited to 1 in 12. For Grade No. 2 
(average E = 1,400,000 psi, allowable bending stress = 1,000 psi), sound knots at the edge wide 
face are not to exceed 1 and 7/8 inches and slope of grain is limited to only 1 in 8.          
2.2.2 Mechanically-Graded Lumber 
 
 Mechanically graded southern pine is grouped into two broad categories: machine stress 
rated (MSR) lumber and machine evaluated lumber (MEL). Both are based on the use of physical, 
mechanical or visual predictors that are related to mechanical properties, mainly modulus of 
elasticity and bending strength. Minimal information could be found on the approved grading 
machines used for grading southern pine lumber (Table 2.1). The technology used for each 
machine is proprietary information and the accuracy and variability of the process used for each is 
unknown. The Weyerhaeuser RE-I, RE-II and RE-III machines (formerly called “Thumper 
Strength Grader”) most likely utilize stresswaves or vibrational technique and possibly slope-of-
grain measurement. The Gradescan®-Based Strength Grading System is an advanced scanning 
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Table 2.1 – Lumber grading machines approved by the American Lumber Standards 
Committee Board of Review, supported by the Southern Pine Inspection Bureau 
system that can employ up to five sensors – color, geometric profile, throughboard, tracheid and 
grain angle – to detect various growth and geometric defects. The Gradescan® lumber scanner uses 
information from a strength tester or other devices and uses it for its grading decision.   
 In order to be approved by the American Lumber Standards Committee (ALSC), each 
applicant must submit evidence that the machine is capable of segregating lumber into appropriate 
grades, supported by statistical analysis. In addition, an accredited grading agency, such as the 
SPIB, must submit quality control procedures in order to obtain grade stamps for lumber produced 




In order for a grading agency to qualify a machine grade, they are required to verify that the 
grade to be qualified meets the following minimum criteria: 
For MSR lumber: 
 
(1) Average edge modulus of elasticity (MOE) equal to or greater than the 
assigned average E; 
(2) 95% of pieces have edge MOE greater than 82% of assigned average E; 
(3) 95% of pieces have a modulus of rupture (MOR) greater than 2.1 times the 
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Weyerhaeuser NR Company’s Gradescan®-





For MEL lumber: 
(1) Average edge MOE equal to or greater than the assigned average E; 
(2) 95% of pieces have edge MOE greater than 75% of assigned average E; 
(3) 95% of pieces have a modulus of rupture (MOR) greater than 2.1 times the 
assigned Fb; 
 
(4) 95% of pieces have an ultimate tensile strength greater than the assigned 
value. 
 From these quality control requirements, one can extract some information regarding the 
accuracy of SPIB-approved grading machines listed in Table 2.1 and work backwards to find the 
level of accuracy needed to meet the requirements in a feasible manner. A simulation of the grading 
process used these requirements to grade randomly generated samples; this is described in detail 
in Chapters 4 and 5.  
2.3 Multiple Regression and Other Predictive Models 
 Multiple parameter regression models were first used in strength prediction by the same 
early pioneers in machine-grading (Muller 1968). Nearly all of the laboratories that first 
investigated the relationship between R and E also found that adding specific gravity, for instance, 
increased the correlation coefficient, though only modestly. Pearson (1965) found the correlation 
coefficients using green lumber of R and E and of R and modulus of rigidity (G) to be 0.85 and 
0.84, respectively, but was improved to 0.94 when both E and G were included.  
Ross and Pellerin (1988) predicted the bending strength of composite materials using 
density, stress wave velocity, and attenuation of stress waves. Divos and Tanaka (1997) predicted 
the bending strength of a mix of Picea and Pinus 2 x 4 lumber using the dynamic E in bending, 
concentrated knot diameter ratio, longitudinal dynamic E, screw withdrawal force, and E obtained 
from static bending tests. Many other studies have accurately predicted bending parameters using 
multiple regression with some combination of stresswave/vibrational measurements, knot 
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information and physical properties such as density (Garcia 2007; Wang et al. 2008; Divos and 
Kiss 2010; Vega et al. 2012). Esteban et al. (2009) predicted the static E from NDE measurements 
and applied an artificial neural network, which is analogous to multiple regression in that there are 
weights applied to various parameters for prediction.   
2.4 Objectives 
Currently in the literature, there is little research that deals with the building of predictive 
models of southern pine structural lumber in explicit context of the lumber grading process. There 
is much information on the development and application of nondestructive techniques and their 
use in multiple regression models dealing with the prediction of wood properties. However, 
southern pine is an uncommon specie in these studies which rarely go beyond the application of 
NDE techniques and development of a predictive model. This study demonstrates the application 
of nondestructive techniques to build predictive models for a commercially important specie but 
also deals with the feasibility of the models by simulating the grading process using the developed 
models. Since the machine-grading of southern pine is well-developed on an industrial scale, this 
study sought to develop novel approaches to model the strength and stiffness of lumber with 
nondestructive measurements. The developed visual parameters, as will be seen, may be 
significantly easier and faster to measure than those currently used and may be incorporated into 
current grading procedures.     
The primary objective of this study is to accurately predict the mechanical properties 
commonly used as grading criteria – bending strength and stiffness – in southern pine 2x6 
dimension lumber with a combination of nondestructive measurements and visual characteristics. 
Global measurements of board density, stress wave velocity and dynamic modulus of elasticity 
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along with local measurements of knots were used to predict the effect of these variables on global 
strength and stiffness of each board. The study consisted of several specific objectives: 
1. Develop models to predict the bending properties of 2 in. x 6 in. x 8 ft. southern pine 
lumber using nondestructive physical measurements and visual observations.  
2. Using the developed predictive models, simulate the lumber grading process adhering 
to the American Lumber Standards Committee Machine Graded Lumber Policy for machine 
evaluated lumber and following lumber grades in the Southern Pine Reference Design Values 
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 Materials for this study consisted of two independent sets of kiln-dried 2x6 southern pine 
boards eight feet in length (1.5 in. x 5.5 in. x 96 in.). The training set of 89 samples came from a 
Weyerhaeuser mill in Holden, Louisiana; these were used to develop the models which were later 
validated with a separate set. The exact grade of each of the samples was unknown, but the static 
modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and modulus of rupture (MOR) were normally distributed over a 
wide range of values and most likely contained boards from the highest visual grade, Select 
Structural, to the lowest grade, No. 3 and Stud. Several boards were of poor quality and many 
contained blue stain, noticeable compression wood and/or extreme warp that would severely limit 
its grade (Figure 3.1). Another 60 kiln-dried samples used for model validation came from a 
separate Weyerhaeuser mill in McComb, Mississippi. Both sets were conditioned indoors at room 
temperature (65 % relative humidity and 70 oC) for at least a week prior to testing.   
 The moisture content of each board was calculated after static bending tests according to 
ASTM D4442 (2003). A small sample near the location of failure was removed, weighed 
immediately following the test, oven-dried and then weighed again. The average moisture content 
for all of the boards was about 15%. Density (ρ) was calculated from the weight and volume of 
each sample. Each board was weighed using an electronic balance and volume was held constant 
for each board and assumed to be identical in dimension – 5.5 in. x 1.5 in. x 96 in. Missing wood 
due to wane was considered negligible and therefore ignored. The average density for the training 
set was 35.26 lb./ft3, or a specific gravity of 0.565; average density for the validation set was 33.9 




  (C)               (D)   
Figure 3.1 – Samples illustrating range of board quality; (A) sample with heavy blue stain, (B) 








3.2 Experimental Methods  
 
 The predictive models developed in this study utilized several nondestructive and visual 
variables which are separated into two categories: global and local measurements. Global 
parameters measure a particular property of the entire board, whereas local parameters measure 
the visual characteristics of a particular region of the board. The global measurements function as 
a base from which penalties of local defects can be made. First, it is important to be reminded of 
the basic mechanics of a beam in bending to understand the motivation for the localized, visual 
parameters used in this study.  
(A)         (B) 
(C)                  (D) 
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 The stress distribution in a beam in third-point bending varies along the longitudinal 
distance and across the cross section (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). In the case of a simple beam with two 
equal concentrated loads symmetrically placed, the maximum moment occurs between the loads, 
or the inner-third of the span (Figure 3.3). The moment changes linearly between the maximum 








Similarly, the axial force acting on the cross-section of the beam also behaves in a linear fashion 
(Figure 3.3). The maximum compressive and tensile force occur at the upper and lower edge, 








  Figure 3.3 – Distribution of cross-sectional axial 
stress in beam during static, third-point bending 
Figure 3.2 – Distribution of bending stress in beam during 




 Since the axial stress distribution and bending moment can be approximated by simple 
linear relationships, it is relatively straightforward to estimate the effect of knots based on the 
location. There is much literature on the detrimental effect of knots on the mechanical properties 
of lumber (Kunesh and Johnson 1972; Phillips et al. 1981; Bodig and Jayne 1982; Nguedjio 1999); 
however, Corder (1965) was one of the first of many to notice that isolated knots may cause a local 
depression in the stiffness profile measured along the length of a flat-wise member by a grading 
machine. Therefore, it seemed intuitive to create a grid-like structure upon each sample to account 
for the general location of the defect along the length and depth of the member. Knots that are 
located on the edge of a board, particularly in tension, have a much more significant effect on 
bending strength than knots of equal size near the neutral axis, which has zero stress. Each grid, 
with its location specific information, may be treated as a variable which may be ‘turned on’ if a 
defect is present.  
A rectangular grid was drawn on the wide surface of each sample dividing the board into 
112 rectangular sections (Fig. 3.4). The grid spans 48 in. across the middle portion, centered at the 
mid-span of the sample, and consists of 16 three-inch long rectangles. The first three rows from 
the edges were each approximately ¾ in. wide and the middle row was one in. wide. 
Figure 3.4 – Grid arrangement on inner-half (48 in) of the sample. The three outer rows are 





3.2.1 Global Parameters 
 Several physical and mechanical properties related to bending strength and stiffness were 
measured for each sample (Table 3.1). Global parameters do not necessarily account for small, 
localized variations such as slope of grain and knots but are still significant factors for predicting 
mechanical properties, even for full-size structural lumber.    










Vave Average ultrasonic wave velocity (ft./s) 
Vmin Minimum ultrasonic wave velocity (ft./s) 
MOEd Ultrasonic dynamic modulus of elasticity (lb./in
2) 
 
 Average and minimum stress wave transmission velocity, Vave  and Vmin , were measured 
for each sample using a handheld acoustic meter and a hammer (Director HM200, Fibre-gen) prior 
to static bending tests. Each board was held at one end by a rubber stopper on a table and the 
acoustic receiver was pressed against the free end of the board. The sound wave produced by the 
hammer at the free end travelled through the board, reflected off the stopper at the other end and 
travelled back through the board where it was received by the meter. The stress wave velocity was 
recorded four times across the free end of each board and the dynamic modulus of elasticity 
(MOEd) was calculated by: 
MOEd = ρV 
2                                                                     
 
where ρ = density of the sample and V = wave transmission velocity 
 
 The static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) was obtained from a third-point bending test in 
accordance with ASTM D198 (2009) with a Riehle testing machine. The span was set to seven ft. 
and loading rate was calculated to obtain maximum load in no less than six minutes and no greater 
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Table 3.2 – Visual variables used in analysis 
than 20 minutes. A brace was placed between each load point and reaction point in order to resist 
lateral deflection. Maximum load, modulus of rupture and static E were automatically calculated 
by data collection software and verified with manual calculations.  
3.2.2 Visual Parameters 
 
 Several knot and ring measurements were used as visual variables in the analysis (Table 
3.2). The average rate of growth was measured at each end of the sample according to Section 103 
of the Southern Pine Inspection Bureau’s Standard Grading Rules of Southern Pine Lumber (SPIB 
2002). The annual rings per inch were measured on a “representative radial line” over a continuous 
length of 3 in. or as nearly 3 in. as is available. The variables Ringmin and Ringave are the minimum 






All visible knots and defects were recorded for each sample using the grid system (Figure 3.4). 
For each of the two or three visible faces of a particular cell, a value of ‘1’ was assigned if it 
contained a knot greater than ¼ inch in either dimension and assigned a ‘0’ if the cell face is free 
of defects (Table 3.3). Each cell has at least two visible sides; the outer edge cells containing the 
top and bottom (compression and tension) faces have three (Figure 3.5). Knots that are completely 
contained within a cell that are less than ¼ inch were not recorded as their effect on mechanical 
properties is minimal, considering both the reduction in cross section and the slope of grain due to 
knots. The portion of a knot that crosses a cell boundary that is less than ¼ in. is not recorded as a 




Minimum rings/inch on either end of board 
Ringave Average rings/inch of both ends of board 
Σ Rowi Sum of cells containing defects in row i 
Σ Columnj    Sum of cells containing defects in column j  
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Table 3.3 – Value assigned to individual cells based on defects 
defect. Cracks, splits, wane, pith and other defects, though they undoubtedly affect mechanical 
properties, were ignored in this study. These were considered too difficult to measure and most 















 The summation variables, Σ Rowi and Σ Columnj , were created to account for both the 
location and amount of defects for every section of the sample. Rowsi (i = 1, 2, …, 7)  represent 
the sections of cells oriented longitudinally along the board and Columnsj (j = 1, 2, …, 8) represent 
the sections of cells oriented along the width (Figure 3.5). Row1 corresponds to the first row of 
cells from the top of the sample, Row2 with the second, and so on. Row4 is the central row and 
contains the neutral axis. Column1 is the first column from the center of the board and Column8 
 






No defects present on any face  
1 Defect on one face 
2 Defect on two faces 
3 Defect on each visible face (only applicable to cells 






Figure 3.5 – Three-dimensional schematic of inner-third of sample with grid 








is the column furthest from the center of the board. Although there are two sets, one for each side 
of the sample, this is not consequential since Columnj variables were not used in the analysis. To 
calculate Σ Rowi , the total number of cells containing defects are summed for each face of each 
cell in Rowi. Similarly,  Σ Columnj is calculated by summing the total number of cells containing 
defects for each face of each cell in column j. In other words, the individual cell scores from Table 
3.3 were summed for cells in the particular row and column.  
3.3 Statistical Analysis and Predictive Models 
 
3.3.1 Model Training 
 
 Multiple linear regression models were constructed using the global physical parameters 
and visual parameters (Table 3.4). The multiple linear regression models take the form:  
yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + … + βpxip + εi     for i = 1, 2, … 
where β0 is the intercept, βp are the parameter coefficients, xip is the jth predictor variable for the 
ith observation and εi is the residual error if the i
th observation.  
 From all the possible models that included all combinations of variables, models were 
selected based on several criteria: goodness of fit, predictive performance, and simplicity. One 
model may be superior to another for fitting the original training set of data, yet may perform 
worse during validation of the new set of samples. Ultimately, the simplest model with best 
predictive performance was chosen.  
 Based upon initial results of the relationship between dynamic modulus of elasticity, 
MOEd, calculated from average wavespeed and density (Equation 3.1) and the static modulus of 
elasticity, MOEs, several outliers that significantly altered the model were identified (Figure 3.6). 
The linear regression model predicting MOEs from MOEd was significantly improved when these 
samples were removed. As it turns out, these samples have characteristics that justify their removal 
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from the regression. Nevertheless, two sets of models were created: models that include these 
abnormal samples and models that remove them from the analysis. As will be explained in Chapter 





3.3.2 Model Validation and Tuning  
 
 The independent set of 60 samples obtained from a Weyerhaeuser mill in McComb, 
Mississippi were used to validate the models created from the training set. Physical and visual 
measurements specified in the model were measured for each sample and the mechanical 
properties were predicted using the training model. The testing procedure for static bending, 
moisture content, and density/specific gravity was identical to that described for the training set. 
Samples from the validation set contained boards of various visual grades – 20 samples each of 
No. 1, No. 2 and No.3 – unlike the training set which was a mixture of un-graded samples.  
Based on the performance of each model using the validation set, as measured by the 


































Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (106 psi )
Figure 3.6 – Scatterplot of dynamic modulus of elasticity and static 







the training set and validation set were combined and regression was performed again to tune the 
parameter estimates and develop the final models used for the simulation study. This final stage 
of combining and tuning was not done for models that contained all samples, only those that had 
the influential samples removed.       
3.4 Grading Simulation and Optimization  
 The distribution of predicted MOEs, MOR and model residuals were estimated using 
goodness of fit tests from the combined training and validation sets. Based on the estimated 
distribution parameters, 5,000 random numbers were generated from the distribution for the 
predicted MOEs and MOR calculated from the final, tuned regression models. Since the residuals 
are normally distributed with equal variance, residuals were also generated for MOEs and MOR 
and randomly added to each randomly generated “predicted” variable. The end result is 5,000 
samples that have nearly identical distributions of the predictive variables, with nearly identical 
distribution of residuals. 
Using the randomly generated numbers from the estimated distribution of MOEs and MOR, 
a simulated grading study was performed to analyze the models’ performance. Grade rules 
described by the American Lumber Standards Committee (ALCS) and Southern Pine Design  
Reference are followed to place simulated samples into already established grades in the AWC 
NDS®. Performance of the model will be checked by comparing the proportion of samples that do 
not meet minimum grade requirements.  
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4.1 Training Set, All Samples 
 
 All 89 samples in the training set were used in the analysis, which included the group of 
influential samples circled in Figure 3.6. The coefficient of determination (R2) for each of the 
predictor variables and static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and modulus of rupture (MOR) were 
determined using ordinary least-squares regression (Table 4.1). Taken individually, each variable 
does not explain the behavior of either mechanical property particularly well. One point of interest 
is the relatively large R2 between the ring variables and MOEs – 0.558 and 0.530 for Ringmin and 
Ringave, respectively. None of the column summation variables, Σ Columnj, yielded interpretable 
or significant results and are not included in any further analysis. Dynamic modulus of elasticity 
(MOEd) and wavespeed variables of average wavespeed and minimum wavespeed (Vave and Vmin, 
respectively) appear to be slightly more useful in determining stiffness rather than strength, while 
the visual summation of knots variable, Σ Rowi, are better suited for explaining strength.  
These results confirm the correlation between knots and reduction in mechanical properties 
as well as the effect of the location of knots in the cross section. This is done without directly 
measuring knot size or calculating time-consuming or complicated secondary knot measurements, 
such as the knot diameter ratio (Japanese Agricultural Standard 1991), concentrated knot diameter 
ratio (Divos and Tanaka 1997) or the knot depth ratio (Oh et al 2010). A very clear trend is evident 
that as the amount of knots in a longitudinal section (Rowi) increases and the distance from the 
neutral axis (Row4) increases, the greater effect it has on the bending strength and, to a much lesser 
extent, stiffness. Knots in the tension section (Row5, Row6 and Row7) account for more variation 
than those in the compression section (Row1, Row2 and Row3) with the neutral axis having the 
minimum influence on both strength and stiffness. The advantage of removing influential samples 
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Table 4.1 – Variables used in linear regression and coefficient of determination with MOEs 
and MOR for training set using all samples and removing influential samples 
is already apparent; the correlation of every individual physical and visual variable except for the 
ring measurements increases. Dynamic MOE, for example, increases from 0.279 to 0.852 just by 
removing the seven influential samples.   
 
 
4.1.1 Static Modulus of Elasticity Model 
 
 The optimal regression equation for predicted MOEs, PMOEs, includes just four 
parameters (Table 4.2). It can be written as: 
PMOEs = -872,371 + (169,237 x Ringmin) + (24,444 x ρ)  





Influential Samples Removed 
 
Variable 


















Vave 0.183 0.139 0.741 0.245 
Vmin 0.265 0.187 0.716 0.251 
MOEdyn 0.279 0.252 0.852 0.391 
Ringmin 0.558 0.213 0.506 0.235 
Ringave 0.530 0.196 0.505 0.240 
 
Σ Rowi 


















Row2 0.091 0.132 0.139 0.162 
Row3 0.051 0.110 0.084 0.137 
Row4  0.017 0.072 0.038 0.079 
Row5 0.046 0.169 0.087 0.178 
Row6 0.058 0.250 0.102 0.279 




Table 4.3 – ANOVA source table for MOEs model; training set, all samples 
Table 4.2 – Parameter estimates, standard error and t values for MOEs 
model; training set, all samples 
 The ANOVA source table indicates that the model is highly significant (F value = 53.86, 
p <0.0001) with relatively high R2 with just four parameters and an intercept term (Table 4.3). 
Several candidate models were considered but Equation 4.1 was considered the best model based 
on the selection criteria mentioned in Chapter 3.3.1. In addition to fitting the training set the best, 
Equation 4.1 had the lowest standardized sum of squared errors of all models for the validation set 











Sum of Squares 
(x1013) 
Mean Square 
(x1013) F Value Pr > F 
Model 4 1.451081 0.3627703 53.86 <.0001 
Error 85 0.565762 0.0067353   
Corrected Total 88 2.016843    
 
A scatterplot of the predicted and actual MOEs shows the improvement of adding visual 
measurements Ringmin and Row7 to the regression model (Figure 4.1). There is still considerable 
scatter around the mean line but the cluster of outliers in Figure 3.6 was eliminated. The regression 
















Ringmin 169,237 21,373 7.92 <.0001 
ρ 24,444 8,151 3.00 0.0036 
Vmin 54.17909 15.1652 3.57 0.0006 
Row7 -46,410 10,466 -4.43 <.0001 
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Table 4.4 – Parameter estimates, standard error and t values for 





4.1.2 Modulus of Rupture Model 
 
 The optimal regression equation for predicted MOR, PMOR, uses five parameters (Table 
4.4). The regression equation can be written as: 
PMOR = -983 + (0.00228 x PMOEs) + (136.44 x ρ)  
  
















































PMOEs 0.00228 0.0005356 4.26 <.0001 
ρ 136.44 52.34 2.61 0.0108 
Row1 -130.6 64.67 -2.02 0.0467 
Row5 -307.3 104.03 -2.95 0.0041 
Row7 -283.1 65.16 -4.34 <.0001 
Figure 4.1 – Scatterplot of predicted and actual static modulus of 





Table 4.5 – ANOVA source table for MOR model; training set, all samples  
The ANOVA source table indicates that the model is highly significant (F value = 39.96, 
p <0.0001) with relatively high R2 with just five parameters and an intercept term (Table 4.5). The 
predicted MOEs from Equation 4.1, PMOEs, is used with density and three knot variables. A scatter 
plot of predicted MOR and actual MOR shows that the model is a reasonable fit to the data (Figure 














4.2 Training Set, Influential Samples Removed 
 
4.2.1 Static Modulus of Elasticity Model 
 
Several outliers were removed from the analysis that significantly altered the regression. 
























Sum of Squares 
(x108) 
Mean Square 













Error 84 1.61023837 0.1940046   
Corrected Total 88 5.19575424    
Figure 4.2 – Scatterplot of predicted and actual static modulus of 






Table 4.6 – Candidate models for MOEs model; training set, excluding 
samples with wavespeed greater than 18,000 ft./s  
follow a linear trend. Diagnostic tests of individual data points such as Cook’s Distance and 
studentized residuals confirm that these samples are outliers and significantly alter the regression 
using MOEd as a predictor variable. Unless other variables are incorporated to account for these 
samples (as in the previous section), the only remedy is to remove them from the analysis. Since 
the MOEs of the training set with all samples has a high coefficient of variation of 18.5%, some 
boards may need to be removed to meet the constraint of 15% for machine evaluated lumber 
suggested in the Wood Handbook (FPL 2010). These samples substantially increased the 
variability, and would most likely cause excessive variability within a grade. It was also especially 
difficult to predict their mechanical properties with stresswave techniques.    
Another justification for removing these samples is a characteristic in the wavespeed 
measurements. There is an abnormality unique to only the removed samples: at least one of the 
four measured wavespeeds is greater than 18,000 ft./s. This is unique only to samples that are clear 
outliers; none that follow the general regression trend have measurements above 18,000 ft./s. This 
suggests that boards with abnormally high wavespeeds – in this case, greater than 18,000 ft./s – 
should not be included in standard predictive models for MOEs or MOR. Other variables were 














Error (x 1010) 
Predicted Sum of 









MOEd , Row7 0.8853 2.4627630763 2.179109 
MOEd, Row7 , Ringmin 0.8923 2.3407282768 2.170981 
Vavg, ρ, Row7 0.8904 2.3830714384 2.128276 
Vavg , ρ , Row7 , Ringavg 0.8994 2.2154581534 2.102773 
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Table 4.7 – Parameter estimates, standard errors and t-values for MOEs 
model; training set, excluding samples with wavespeeds greater than 
18,000 ft./s  
Table 4.8 – ANOVA source table for MOEs model; training set, excluding samples 
with wavespeeds greater than 18,000 ft/s  
 There is little difference between most of the models built from the training set – 
comparable models were excluded from the table because of their similarity. However, the three-
parameter model that includes average wavespeed, density and Row7 was chosen because of its 
adequacy, predictive performance and its simplicity (Table 4.7 and Table 4.8, Figure 4.3). Of all 
candidate models, this model had the lowest standardized sum of squared errors in the validation 
set. One point of interest is that linear combinations of density and average wavespeed, the 
components used to calculate dynamic MOE, were better predictors of MOEs than dynamic MOE 
itself. The regression equation can be written as: 
MOEs = -2,588,832 + (193.239 x Vavg)  
 





















Sum of Squares 
(x1013) 
Mean Square 
(x1012) F Value Pr > F 
Model 3 1.509686 5.032285 211.17 <.0001 
Error 78 0.185881 0.238308   



















Vavg 1 193.239 10.3978 18.58 <.0001 
ρ 1 39,086 4,465 8.75 <.0001 









4.2.2 Modulus of Rupture Model 
 
The predicted modulus of rupture (PMOR) was found by using the predicted MOEs, 
PMOEs, from Equation 4.3 or from combinations of density and average wavespeed. Several 
models are listed in Table 4.9 to illustrate the improvement when variables are added. There are 
hundreds of possible models, but most are practically the same or have multicollinearity problems 
(density, wavespeed, MOEd, and PMOE are all highly correlated, for example). It is desirable to 
minimize the number of parameters in the model as this increases the predictive power and avoids 
over fitting the original sample set. As with the predicted MOEs, the model with the best predictive 
performance as measured by smallest standardized sum of squared error in the validation set will 
be chosen.   Ultimately, the five-parameter model was chosen which includes density and average 
wavespeed along with four row variables (Table 4.10 and 4.11, Figure 4.4). The regression 
equation is: 
PMOR = - 3,616 + (0.00262 x PMOEs) –  






















Figure 4.3 – Scatterplot of predicted MOEs using Equation 4.3, 
training set excluding samples with wavespeeds greater than 




Table 4.9 – Candidate models for MOR model; training set, excluding samples 
with wavespeed greater than 18,000 ft./s  
Table 4.10 – Parameter estimates, standard errors and t-values for  
MOR model; training set, excluding samples with wavespeeds greater 
than 18,000 ft./s  
Table 4.11 – ANOVA source table for MOR model; training set, excluding 





































Sum of Squares 
(x108) 
Mean Square 













Error 76 1.42496030 0.1874948   













Predicted Sum of 









PMOEs, Row7 0.6165 2.402665 2.06698806 
PMOEs, Row1 , Row7  0.6619 2.145498 1.86503015 
PMOEs, Row1 , Row3, Row6, Row7 0.7121 1.874948 1.66602777 
















MOEs 0.00262 0.000402 6.51 <.0001 
Row1 -189 71.04 -2.66 0.0095 
Row3 -266 97.7 -2.73 0.0079 
Row6 -354 131.3 -2.69 0.0087 








4.3 Validation of Models 
 
Each candidate model for prediction of MOEs and MOR using the training set was used with the 
validation set of 60 samples to assess the external predictive performance of each model. Generally 
the model with the lowest standardized sum of squared error in the validation set was chosen, 
provided regression assumptions and criteria were met. Both sets of models – excluding influential 
samples and including influential samples – performed reasonably well, but models that excluded 
influential samples performed better (Table 4.12, Figures 4.5 and 4.6). The drop in performance 
in the validation set for models that include all samples could be attributed to smaller sample size 
or, more likely, a smaller proportion of samples that are influential – seven out of 89 in the training 
set, but only two out of 60 in the validation set. The use of rate of growth measurements in models 
that include all samples could also be a problem as the method of measuring rings per inch is not 
precise. The “representative radial line” used to measure rate of growth is subjective and results 























Figure 4.4 – Scatterplot of predicted MOR using Equation 4.4; training 






































Number of Samples 
 












Validation MOEs 60 0.6276 
Training MOR 89 0.6901 












Validation MOEs 58 0.8942 
Training MOR 82 0.7121 
Validation MOR 58 0.7184 
Figure 4.5 – Plots of predicted MOEs and MOR using Equation 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, 
with validation set including all samples  
Table 4.12 – Comparison of model performance of training and validation sets between 
models that include all samples and models with influential samples removed 
Figure 4.6 – Plots of predicted MOEs and MOR using Equation 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, 







































































Table 4.13 – Parameter estimates, standard errors and t-values 
for tuned MOEs model; combined sets with samples removed 
4.4 Tuned Models, Combined Sets 
 
Final models with tuned parameter estimates for both MOEs and MOR were created by 
combining samples from the original training set with the validation set. After removing samples 
that had at least one wavespeed measurement greater than 18,000 ft./s, 140 remained in the analysis 
to tune the parameters. Models that included all samples were not tuned with combined sets since 
the removed boards would likely not be of sufficient quality for any machine grade. In an actual 
lumber grading process, if these inferior boards could be identified they would likely be removed 
from the grading process. If enough of these inferior samples could be obtained, new models could 
be specified that adequately fit all samples. The following models are the best predictive equations 
for MOEs and MOR, provided that wavespeed restrictions are applied. The model parameters were 
largely unchanged from those found in the training set due to adequate fit in the validation set. As 
can be seen in Tables 4.13 through 4.16 and Figures 4.7 and 4.8, parameter estimates and 
regression models are highly significant. The characteristics of these models and the estimated 
distributions will be used in the grading simulation in the proceeding section.    
4.4.1 Tuned Static Modulus of Elasticity Model 
  
PMOEs = -2,700,096 + (187.02 x Vavg)  
 

















Pr > |t| 
Intercept 1 -2,700,096 142,106 -19.00 <.0001 
Vavg 1 187.02 8.141 22.97 <.0001 
ρ 1 44,307 3,521 12.59 <.0001 






Table 4.14 – ANOVA source table for tuned MOEs model; combined sets with 
samples removed  
Table 4.15 – ANOVA source table for tuned MOR model; combined sets with 
samples removed  
Figure 4.7 – Scatterplot of predicted MOEs using Equation 4.5 




















































4.4.2 Tuned Modulus of Rupture Model 
 
PMOR = 3,106 + 0.00281 x (PMOEs) –  















Sum of Squares 
(x1013) 
Mean Square 
(x1012) F Value Pr > F 
Model 3 2.398411 7.994703 373.61 <.0001 
Error 136 0.291023 0.02139874   
Corrected Total 139 2.689434    
 DF 
Sum of Squares 
(x108) 
Mean Square 









Error 134 2.47850916 0.1849634   




Table 4.16 – Parameter estimates, standard errors and t-values 
for tuned MOR model; combined sets with samples removed 
 
Figure 4.8 – Scatterplot of predicted MOR using Equation 4.6 and 






















4.5 Grading Simulation Using Predictive Models 
 
The estimated distribution parameters of predicted MOEs and the standard deviation of the 
residuals from the combined set in Chapter 4.4 were used to generate 5,000 random samples. The 
primary purpose of the simulation is to have enough samples that have an equivalent distribution 
as the actual samples to provide a sufficient number to assess the performance of the predictive 
models for MOEs and MOR across the entire range of values (Figure 4.9). The distribution of 







































PMOEs 0.00281 0.0003338 8.42 <.0001 
Row1 -183 58.2 -3.15 0.0020 
Row3 -256 70.8 -3.65 0.0004 
Row6 -352 103.6 -3.40 0.0009 
Row7 -162 66.2 -2.44 0.0159 
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Table 4.17 – Distribution parameter estimates of predicted variables and 
residuals and accompanying tests  
Figure 4.9 – Scatterplot of randomly generated “predicted” MOEs and “actual” 
MOEs using the distribution parameter estimates listed in Table 4.17   
of fit tests yield p-values greater than the cutoff value of 0.05 for each test, thus failing to reject 




































































































Generated "Predicted" MOEs (psi)
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Predicted MOEs follows a lognormal distribution and the prediction model (Equation 4.6) 
has normally distributed, homogeneous errors. Of the 5,000 randomly generated samples, values 
of “actual” MOEs greater than 3.0 x 10
6 psi and less than 0.4 x 106 psi were removed as they were 
assumed to be unreasonable values for stiffness, which only resulted in 43 samples removed. In 
the original 140 samples which the distribution is derived from, the highest and lowest values for 
predicted MOEs are 2,519,275 psi and 426,235 psi, respectively. 
As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, each machine evaluated lumber (MEL) grade consists 
of an average modulus of elasticity, E, and an Emin value (defined as 75% of the assigned average 
E plus a 1.66 factor of safety). In order to simulate the grading process and match the average 
modulus of elasticity grades according to the NDS® for machine-evaluated southern pine lumber, 
intervals of the predicted MOEs must be found such that the average value of actual MOEs within 
the interval is equal to the grade. This is achieved by first calculating the average value of the 
probability density function (pdf), which in this case is lognormal with parameters listed in Table 
4.17. The average value, y*, on an interval [a, b] of a lognormal probability density function can 
be calculated with the following integral: 
 
 
where a is the lower bound and b is the upper bound of the interval, µ is the mean and σ is the 
standard deviation of the distribution.  






Equation 4.8 is the average value of the probability density function on interval [a, b]. To obtain 
x, the value of predicted MOEs within the interval [a, b] that solves for y
*, the inverse of the 
probability density function must be solved. Using y*, this becomes: 
 
 
For any given distribution, the average value of predicted MOEs can be found for any 
interval by a similar procedure of finding the average value of the pdf then calculating the inverse. 
However, since the actual MOEs is of interest rather than the predicted MOEs, an adjustment must 
be made to the interval bounds. A simple linear regression upon the generated “predicted” MOEs 
and the “actual” MOEs reveals the relationship of predicted MOEs and the actual MOEs as: 
 
First, the bounds of the probability density function of predicted MOEs must be found such that 
the average value is equal to the value of interest, the actual MOEs. By rearranging Equation 4.10, 
the bounds of predicted MOEs needed to produce an average value of actual MOEs are found by: 
 
 
Upper and lower bounds of “predicted” MOEs were found to produce average values of “actual” 
MOEs equal to the MEL grades between 1.0 x 10
6 psi and 2.2 x 106 psi in increments of 100,000 
psi (Table 4.18). As can be seen from the table, the intervals are roughly 100,000 for each grade 
interval but vary slightly. The second requirement of 95% of samples within a grade having MOEs 
greater than or equal to 75% of the assigned average E is met along with the first requirement of 
average E (Table 4.19). This Emin requirement is primarily related to the predictive ability of the 
model, or how variable the predictions are. However, this procedure is not as straightforward as 






Table 4.18 – Bounds for predicted average MOEs required to produce average “actual” 
MOEs, found by using Equations 4.7 through 4.11 for the specified distribution parameters 
Table 4.19 – Summary of grades when sorted according to bin ranges in Table 
4.18; samples are the randomly generated “actual” MOEs  values following 



















1,000,000 359 1,000,925 145,230 0.031 
1,100,000 428 1,101,122 143,981 0.040 
1,200,000 486 1,199,757 153,232 0.029 
1,300,000 514 1,292,737 150,752 0.014 
1,400,000 466 1,403,694 145,234 0.006 
1,500,000 432 1,495,545 141,313 0.005 
1,600,000 366 1,609,059 143,820 0.000 
1,700,000 310 1,705,103 151,545 0.003 
1,800,000 246 1,789,633 151,480 0.004 
1,900,000 198 1,916,885 137,287 0.000 
2,000,000 156 1,982,666 129,591 0.000 
2,100,000 113 2,111,945 167,236 0.000 


























1,000,000 945,344 1,048,498 996,126 950,000 1,051,999 1,000,213 
1,100,000 1,048,499 1,147,608 1,097,413 1,052,000 1,149,999 1,100,366 
1,200,000 1,147,609 1,250,764 1,198,562 1,150,000 1,251,999 1,200,382 
1,300,000 1,250,765 1,349,874 1,299,816 1,252,000 1,349,999 1,300,502 
1,400,000 1,349,875 1,453,029 1,400,956 1,350,000 1,451,999 1,400,509 
1,500,000 1,453,030 1,552,139 1,502,187 1,452,000 1,549,999 1,500,607 
1,600,000 1,552,140 1,655,294 1,603,322 1,550,000 1,651,999 1,600,609 
1,700,000 1,655,295 1,754,404 1,704,538 1,652,000 1,749,999 1,700,692 
1,800,000 1,754,405 1,857,560 1,805,671 1,750,000 1,851,999 1,800,691 
1,900,000 1,857,561 1,956,670 1,906,876 1,852,000 1,949,999 1,900,763 
2,000,000 1,956,671 2,059,825 2,008,007 1,950,000 2,051,999 2,000,762 
2,100,000 2,059,826 2,158,935 2,109,204 2,052,000 2,149,999 2,100,825 
2,200,000 2,158,936 2,262,090 2,210,335 2,150,000 2,251,999 2,200,823 
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Predicted MOR follows a Weibull distribution with normally distributed, homogeneous 
residuals. To generate the random samples, the same procedure was followed as for the MOEs 
simulation. Using the Weibull distribution parameters listed in Table 4.17 for predicted MOR, 
5,000 random numbers were generated to create “predicted” values of MOR. Another 5,000 
random numbers were generated from a normal distribution with parameters identical to MOR 
residuals and these numbers were added to the “predicted” MOR to create “actual” values of MOR 
(Figure 4.10). Samples that had final values of 400 or less were removed from the analysis as these 
were considered unrealistic values of MOR (the lowest value from both the combined sets was 870 
psi); only 67 generated numbers were omitted.  
For machine-evaluated lumber, 95% of the pieces within a grade must have a MOR greater 
than 2.1 the assigned bending stress, Fb. Since there is no specification for average MOR, the 
sorting process is slightly different than with MOEs. Unlike the MOEs  grading process, a range of 
predicted values does not need to be specified to produce an average value for the grade. Only a 
minimum value of Fb is specified, which is really nothing more than the lower bound of the 
prediction limit for the value of predicted MOR found from regression, divided by 2.1 for the factor 
of safety. Given a prediction model, for any level of predicted MOR – the predicted value from 
Equation 4.6 – a lower 95% prediction interval can be calculated to ensure that 95% of future 
samples have actual MOR above this value. The assigned bending stress at a given level of 
predicted MOR, Fb|i, can be calculated by: 
 
where Yi is the predicted MOR at the i
th level, xi are the covariates for the sample and X is the 




Figure 4.10 – Scatterplot of generated “predicted” MOR and “actual” MOR from 
parameter estimates in Table 4.17; for a given level of predicted MOR (blue 
vertical line), the black line is the expected value of the model, the red line is the 
lower 95% prediction limit, green line is the Fb; horizontal dashed lines 
correspond to values at the given level of predicted MOR  
Since each level of predicted MOR ensures that 95% of samples at this specified level will be 
above Fb|i , each level of predicted MOR (or its prediction interval) could constitute a grade. 
Instead, common practice is to define narrow intervals of 50, 100 and 150 psi to sort samples 
based on MOR. In practice, a sample that has a calculated Fb|i greater than or equal to that 
specified in a grade and less than the next highest value should be placed in that grade. For 
example, the M-32 MEL grade has an assigned Fb of 750 psi while the next highest grade, M-33, 
has an assigned Fb of 850 psi. Samples that have an estimated Fb|i calculated from Equation 4.11 
greater than or equal to 750 psi and less than 850 psi should be placed into M-33, assuming the E 



































Generated "Predicted" MOR (psi) 
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Once a model for predicting MOR is established and a lower 95% prediction limit is 
calculated for each level of predicted MOR, the allowable Fb may be calculated. Figure 4.10 shows 
the plot of generated samples from the distribution parameter estimates in Table 4.17, though it 
could be from any prediction model for MOR and other distributions. The black trend line running 
through the data is the expected value from the model; that is, the value of the predicted MOR from 
the regression model. The red line is the lower, one-tailed 95% prediction limit, which can be 
calculated from Equation 4.11. Below the red prediction limit line is a green line, which is the 
lower prediction limit, divided by 2.1, the factor of safety; this is the allowable Fb. For a given 
level of predicted MOR from the model (blue vertical line intersecting the data), this corresponds 
to three unique values: the mean or expected value, the lower 95% prediction limit, and the 
allowable Fb.  
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This study has twofold significance: (1) it confirms the ability to accurately predict 
structural lumber with stress waves and minimal visual measurements; and (2) it is one of the few 
publicly accessible methods to predict static modulus of elasticity and modulus of rupture of 
southern pine lumber in the explicit context of the grading process. Currently, the methods used 
by industrial southern pine manufacturers to nondestructively evaluate southern pine lumber are 
proprietary, but this study provides a reasonable estimate of just how it may be done, and 
introduces visual measurements that may improve the current grading process. The study 
demonstrated the implementation of these methods through decision making rules in a simulated 
grading process and examined the feasibility against the American Lumber Standards Committee 
grading policy and using National Design Specifications® machine-evaluated grades.  
5.2 Visual Parameters 
 
The grid system used to quantify the general location and size of knots was effective as an 
explanatory variable for MOEs and MOR. As explained in Chapter 3.2.2, each face of each section 
of the grid is assigned a value of “0” if there is no knot or “1” if a knot greater than ¼-inch is 
present. The column/row variables (Row1, Row2, etc.) are the sum of these values in the particular 
column/row. Only Rowi variables were used in the analysis since Columnj resulted in 
uninterpretable or insignificant results.  
In the final combined models, the correlation of individual knot variables with MOEs and 
MOR is fairly high (Table 5.1). Knots in the center of the board (Row4, the neutral axis) contribute 
much less to the explained variation in mechanical properties than knots near the edges. The 
coefficient of determination is at a minimum in Row4 and increases toward the edges, Row1 and 
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Table 5.1 – R2 of row variables with MOEs and MOR for 
the combined sets with influential samples removed  
Row7. This is an expected result but arrived in a slightly different manner in that the exact knot 
sizes and locations were not measured. Unlike other studies, the focus here is not on determining 
this exact relationship between knot size, knot location, and mechanical properties, but rather 
finding a loosely theoretical, approximate solution that can be immediately used in the lumber 
grading process. The effect of knots are slightly greater on strength than on stiffness perhaps 
because of a “weakest link” phenomenon. Stiffness may result from a cumulative effect of knots 
rather than strength which is dictated by the region with the most defects which reduced the 











The knot area ratio (KAR) and other techniques that measure the ratio of the cross-section 
occupied by knots, though accurate, are often difficult to measure in practice since only the 
external knot can be measured. More sophisticated methods such as x-rays must be used to obtain 
internal images of knots. Oh et al. (2008; 2009; 2010) used X-rays to image internal knots to 
predict the bending strength. Oh et al. (2010) reported R2 values between 0.50 and 0.60 for 
predicting the bending strength of Japanese larch and red pine boards 38 mm thick by 140 mm 
wide by 3.6 m long (1.5 in. x 5.5 in. x 11.8 ft.). Compare these results to the following models that 
contain only row variables (Table 5.2). An R2 of 0.562 can be achieved with just four visual 
 
Σ Rowi 










Row2 0.192 0.191 
Row3 0.102 0.142 
Row4  0.055 0.083 
Row5 0.105 0.197 
Row6 0.124 0.291 
Row7 0.127 0.303 
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Table 5.2 – Predictive models for MOR using knot variables only 
for combined sets with influential samples removed  
variables that only require external measurements of knots and the limited calculations of row 
summation variables. There needs to be no explicit mention of edge knots and there are also no 









Predicted Sum of 
Squares (x108) 
 
β0 = 7,284 
β1 = - 436 











β0 = 7,976 
β1 = - 343 
β3 = - 408 











β0 = 7,969 
β1 = - 320 
β3 = - 395 
β6 = - 507 










                a β0 = intercept parameter, β1 = Row1 parameter, β3 = Row3 parameter 
  β6 = Row6 parameter, β7 = Row7 parameter 
 
 The dichotomous nature of each grid (“knot present” or “knot absent”) combined with the 
fairly large cell sizes may seem to be overly simplistic. In certain cases, the 3 in. x ¾ in. grids lack 
the resolution necessary to accurately describe the location and true size of the knots. Two equally-
sized knots could produce very different results depending on its location relative to the grid 
(Figure 5.1). One improvement may be to decrease the size of the cells so that when summed, the 
Rowi variables are closer to the true amount occupied by knots.  The magnitude of improvement 
would be dependent upon the change in size of the grids and the frequency of the situation in 
Figure 5.1. Given that the results with relatively large cells are satisfactory and the unlikeliness  
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Figure 5.1 – Example of how the varying grid locations can drastically change the knot 
variables; (A) knot would result in three defective cells, (B) knot would register as six cells 
 
 
that a board would only contain knots like that illustrated in Figure 5.1, it may be unnecessary to 
drastically change the cell size. The average size of knots would likely affect the optimum size of 









If the cell width were to be changed, this would likely lead to multicollinearity problems in the 
regression. With the current dimension of ¾-inch wide cells, the row variables have fairly high 
correlation with each other in adjacent rows which range from 0.523 to 0.716 (Table 5.3); rows 
that are not adjacent are much less correlated as they are further away and do not share knots. Even 
with relatively high correlation, it is not enough to cause multicollinearity in the regression which 
allows each row variable to be used as a predictor variable in the regression without damaging the 
predictive capability of the model. The main cause for this high correlation between adjacent rows 
is knots that cross into both rows, although some could be attributed just from being part of the 
same board. In order for a single knot to be in only one row, it would have to be no larger than the 
cell width and located in the row such that it doesn’t cross into the adjacent row; this would require 




Table 5.3 – Correlation matrix of row variables for combined training and validation sets, 
excluding influential samples 
of this, adjacent rows are somewhat interchangeable in most of the models. This is most likely the 
cause for unexpected models that may contain Row1 and Row3, but not Row2.  
 
  
Suppose that each row was divided into smaller increments to achieve better precision in 
measuring knots. As the width approaches zero, the summation of rows that contain a knot will 
converge to the actual width taken up by the knot. However, as the cell width decreases, adjacent 
rows become more alike because they contain the same knot. As a result, most of the row variables 
would become useless since only the rows near the edge of knot contain new information. This 
method of knot measurements is deliberate in order to account for another complex factor that 
affects wood strength: slope of grain. It is well known that knots are one of the main causes for 
slope of grain in lumber which significantly decreases the bending strength and stiffness. Since no 
rapid and accurate technique of measuring slope of grain was available for use, the knot variables 
were developed in part to account for local deviations in the slope of grain due to knots. 
By allowing cells that contain any non-trivial amount of knot to be categorized as defective 
– a value of one in the knot summation variable – this indirectly measures slope of grain due to 
knots. Since slope of grain extends around the knot, large cells that may only contain a small 
amount of a knot will likely contain sloped grain that reduces strength (Figure 5.2). In the figure, 
the cells that contain just a small amount of knots (as indicated by the arrows) also have localized 
slope of grain. If the cell size were reduced to increase the accuracy of measuring the actual knot 
 Row1 Row2 Row3 Row4 Row5 Row6 Row7 
Row1 1.00 0.654 0.345 0.178 0.128 0.174 0.224 
Row2  1.00 0.682 .260 -.010 0.019 0.125 
Row3   1.00 .523 0.066 -0.047 0.036 
Row4    1.00 0.533 0.209 0.091 
Row5              Symmetric   1.00 0.641 0.339 
Row6      1.00 0.716 
Row7       1.00 
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size, it would not capture the effect of slope of grain in many cases. In this method of using large 
cells, the knot is treated as a localized region of weakened material that extends some distance 
around the actual knot; the effect of knots and slope of grain, therefore, are indistinguishable from 











5.3 Final Regression Models  
 The final regression models for MOEs and MOR were built using the original training set 
of 82 samples (Chapter 4.2), validated with an independent, external set of 58 samples (Chapter 
4.3) then refit using the combined training and validation sets to tune the regression parameters 
(Chapter 4.4). In each of the data sets, influential samples were removed from the analysis. The 
total proportion of removed samples is about 0.06 of the combined sets, or only nine from a total 
of 149 samples.  
As previously mentioned, one wavespeed measurement of 18,000 ft/s or greater was a 
unique trait in these influential samples that was not found in the others. Density and knot 
measurements for the influential samples were similar to normal samples and did not raise concern. 
Figure 5.2 – Example of small amount of knots in  
cells that also accounts for localized slope of grain as 




However, the minimum rings per inch of these influential samples tended to be quite low – each 
was below the overall average of 4.5 rings per inch - but not every sample with low rings per inch 
had abnormal wavespeed and was influential. Although rate of growth measurements (Ringmin and 
Ringave) are not used in models that removed influential samples (Chapters 4.2 and 4.4), its 
inclusion significantly improves the performance of models that include all boards (Chapter 4.1). 
This indicates that abnormal wood formation that results in wide rings may be the cause of the 
unusual wavespeed. Most likely growth defects such as compression or juvenile wood are the 
cause. In both compression and juvenile wood, the tracheid and cell wall structure is significantly 
different than that of mature, normal wood, thus capable of causing unexpected wave behavior and 
reduced mechanical properties.  
Although the exact cause of these higher wavespeeds is unknown – and for the purposes 
of this study, relatively unimportant – it can be used as a cutoff value to remove unpredictable 
samples when predicting mechanical properties from dynamic modulus of elasticity. The specific 
wavespeed may be unique to the equipment used in this study, but the general idea of a wavespeed 
threshold may be applied in the lumber grading process. Calibration would likely be required for 
different equipment and species, or even dimensions and moisture contents. Indicator variables 
could be added to the current regression equations or entirely new models could be developed for 
samples that contain higher wavespeeds in order to accurately predict mechanical properties of 
these samples. As the quality of available lumber decreases due to increased reliance on rapidly-
grown, small diameter trees, models that can adequately account for poor wood quality will be 
advantageous. The potential of such a screening process and the advantage of machine grading is 
illustrated in the validation set that contained 60 visually-graded samples: the two samples with 
wavespeeds greater than 18,000 ft./s that were removed were of visual grad No.1. These samples 
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met all visual grading criteria of a No.1 grade, yet were far below adequate stiffness. Although 
there is tolerance by way of lower 5% limits within a grade, the elimination of such clearly poor 
pieces would reduce the variability within a grade. 
5.3.1 Final Static Modulus of Elasticity Model 
 
The final MOEs model (Equation 4.5) is a simple three parameter model, plus an intercept 
term and is very similar to the original model using the training set (Equation 4.3).  As expected, 
the density and average wavespeed parameters have positive coefficients; as density and 
wavespeed increase, the estimated MOEs also increases. The single visual variable parameter, 
Row7, has a negative coefficient of – 31,870. In other words, for every cell face in the outermost 
bottom row that contains a defect (for every increase of one unit of Row7), the predicted MOEs 
will decrease by nearly 32,000 psi. This difference may seem trivial given a typical board is graded 
at about 1,500,000 psi, but that is certainly enough to reduce the grade of a board by one or more 
grades. Naturally, the question may arise of how much more value could be gained by simply 
specifying which way to place the board such that less knots are on the tension side. This issue 
will be explored in detail later.  
5.3.2 Final Modulus of Rupture Model  
 
 The final modulus of rupture model (Equation 4.6) uses predicted MOEs from Equation 4.5 
as well as four knot summation variables – Row1, Row3, Row6 and Row7. Since the parameter 
estimate of predicted MOEs is positive, the predicted MOR increases with the predicted value of 
stiffness. Each of the knot parameters is negative which causes the predicted MOR to decrease as 
the value of knots increase. The results are generally intuitive, yet the parameter estimates may not 
be easily explained. The similarity of knot variables in adjacent rows is the cause for the inclusion 
of some rows yet not others.  
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The parameter estimates of Row6 and Row7 are -352 and -162, respectively. Knots in Row6 
have more than twice the effect on predicted bending strength than Row7 even though the region 
closer to the edge – Row7 – has greater internal stress (Figure 3.4). This may be explained by the 
prediction equation for MOEs, in which Row7 is already included. Some of the effect of knots in 
the outer tension region is already accounted for, resulting in reduced predicted MOEs and thus a 
lower predicted MOR.  
It is not completely clear, however, why the effect of knots near the neutral axis in Row3 
reduce the predicted MOR greater than knots in the outer compression edge, Row1. This does not 
follow expected results based on internal stress distribution. When individual knot variables are 
regressed with MOR for the training set (Table 4.1), it results in the expected effect of knots on 
bending strength – greatest effect on the edges with tension side more significant and minimum 
correlation at the neutral axis. It was also shown that adjacent rows are more correlated due to 
knots that are in both rows (Table 5.2). It is likely that Row3 reduces the predicted MOR more than 
Row1 since it is adjacent to two rows rather than just one. In a way, Row3 carries with it the effect 
of both its adjacent rows, whereas Row1 has just one adjacent row. Since Row3 also contains most 
of the knots that are in Row2 and Row4, this may lead to greater significance.       
5.4 Grading Simulation 
 
5.4.1 Static Modulus of Elasticity Grading 
 
 The primary purpose of the simulation study presented in Chapter 4.5.2 is to illustrate the 
plausibility of using the regression equations for predicted MOEs for grading. The actual parameter 
distributions are most likely different than those estimated based on the 140 samples, but the 
procedure would be similar. The accuracy of the models, or the distribution of the residuals, should 
be the focus as this is the critical measure of their usefulness. For any distribution of predicted 
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MOEs, the average E for any range of values can be calculated as in Equations 4.7 through 4.11, 
with equations 4.7 through 4.9 depending on the distribution and equations 4.10 and 4.11 
depending on the characteristics of the model, i.e. the relationship between the predicted and actual 
MOEs.  
As mentioned in previous chapters, one of the two requirements of a machine grade is that 
boards in a given grade have an average MOEs of that which is specified in the grade. This is 
relatively easy to accomplish, no matter how well the model performs. One of the characteristics 
of least-squares regression is that residuals – the difference between the actual value and the 
predicted value – have a mean of zero. The expected value of the model, or the average value over 
a large number of samples, is the regression line – the predicted value of MOEs at every level of 
input variables. Because of these properties, the average value of a distribution function of random 
variables (as in Equation 4.7), in this case the predicted MOEs, will be the average values of the 
expected values of the regression equation. The magnitude of the residuals of the regression model 
has no bearing on the average value of the distribution since they have mean of zero. So, if an 
alternative method of prediction was used, the method of grouping based on average value of the 
distribution would be unaffected. The second requirement of machine-grade lumber does require 
special attention to the variance of the model in addition to the distribution.   
The second requirement, Emin, is related to the variability of the errors from the predictive 
model as well as the variability of the distribution. The total variability within a grade bin is the 
variability from the model (i.e. the residuals) and variability of the interval on the distribution since 
each bin contains a non-uniform distribution of values (Figure 5.3). Therefore, wide bins that 
contain a larger interval of predicted MOEs will have higher variance than narrow bins. The 















































changes. Bins that are located over an interval that rapidly changes will have greater variance than 











To illustrate this principal, a moving standard deviation for groups of various sizes of the 
randomly generated samples was calculated (Figure 5.4). Samples were arranged in increasing 
sequential order of “predicted” MOEs and the standard deviation of “actual” MOEs was calculated 
in a moving fashion such that the number of samples in each calculation was 100, 500 and 1,000 
for each group. Beginning with sample 100, the standard deviation of the previous 100 samples 
was calculated, then sample number two to 101 and so on until the last sample that was included 
in a bin from Table 4.18 was reached. This was done for the 500 and 1,000 sample groups starting 
with sample 500 and 1,000, respectively. The position in the distribution (sample number) and the 
width of the interval greatly affect the standard deviation.    
Variance from model 
(Prediction error) 
Variance from samples 
within interval on 
distribution 
Figure 5.3 – Randomly generated samples following the distribution parameters in Table 
4.12 for predicted MOEs and its overlaid probability density function (PDF); horizontal 
lines show intervals of equal width that would produce different variance; red brackets 
show the constant variance from the model  
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Figure 5.4 – Moving standard deviation of “actual” MOEs depending on sample size and 
location within distribution of “predicted” MOEs ; probability density function (PDF) of 





























































A theoretical total variance could be calculated on any interval for any distribution, but this 
is unnecessary for the purpose of this study. Since the simulated sample standard deviation in the 
bins are fairly constant and include just 5,000 samples, calculating the total variance from a 
distribution and model variance would likely prove very little and may not necessarily be close to 
the simulated value. The bin-to-bin variance in this simulation study is likely dominated by the 
variance due to prediction errors (i.e. sample to sample variation) and not the variance due to the 
bin interval and its position within the distribution; even hundreds of samples will not converge to 













Thousands of samples would be needed in individual grade bins to achieve convergence 
with the true variance. Also, interval widths of only 100,000 would likely make this value small. 
However, for an actual lumber grading process that deals with hundreds of thousands of samples, 
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this may be of interest. In this case, the second central moment of the distribution over the specified 
interval would be added to the prediction variance. If the true variance was known for any interval, 
the optimum interval to meet the requirement of 95% of samples greater than or equal to 75% of 
assigned E could be met with greater efficiency.   
 It can be seen from Table 5.4 that the relationship between 75% of the average E and the 
average E itself changes linearly as the grade increases. For 95% of pieces within a grade to be 
above 75% of average E, a linear increase is tolerated in the maximum allowable standard 
deviation of the samples within the grade as the grade level increases. This implies that the current 
models used to predict MOEs may not have homogeneous variance, but may “fan out” as levels of 
the predicted MOEs increase. Although the sample is size more than adequate to develop regression 
equations and parameter estimates, this may indicate that more samples are needed, especially at 
higher levels of predicted MOEs, to fully develop a grading procedure in accordance to the current 
design specifications. This tolerance for increased variance also allows the total bin variance to 
increase as the grade level increases, which is related to the distribution. 
It is also possible that the developed method is more accurate than those currently used and 
may have another advantage in that that residuals are homoscedastic. This would be advantageous 
for many reasons, especially in the process of choosing intervals to place boards in the grading 
process. Likely, for industrial stresswave and visual grading systems, some accuracy is 
compromised for processing speed. As of now, it is impossible to conclude that the developed 
model is superior without testing more samples and knowing the limitations of industrial grading 





Table 5.4 – Maximum standard deviation by 
grade to achieve requirement of 95% of pieces 






















5.4.2 Modulus of Rupture Grading 
 
 The modulus of rupture grading process is similar to the modulus of elasticity grading 
process with one exception: allowable bending stiffness does not require an average value for any 
grade, as explained in Chapter 4.2.2. As a result, the distribution of the predicted MOR seems 
largely irrelevant in the actual grading process, and is only used in this study to simulate several 
thousand samples in order to put the models into the context of actual grades. The assigned bending 
stress, Fb, is similar to that of Emin in that it requires a certain percentage of pieces within a grade 
to exceed a minimum value after a factor of safety is applied. The critical component is the 
distribution of the residuals, or the mean squared error of the prediction model. This will determine 
how useful the models are in the grading process. Since the allowable bending stress is not 
constrained by an interval within the distribution, just a simple prediction limit for any level of 







Maximum Grade Bin 
Standard Deviation 
(Assuming average E) 
1,000,000 750,000 151,976 
1,100,000 825,000 167,173 
1,200,000 900,000 182,371 
1,300,000 975,000 197,568 
1,400,000 1,050,000 212,766 
1,500,000 1,125,000 227,964 
1,600,000 1,200,000 243,161 
1,700,000 1,275,000 260,283 
1,800,000 1,350,000 273,556 
1,900,000 1,425,000 288,754 
2,000,000 1,500,000 303,951 
2,100,000 1,575,000 319,149 
2,200,000 1,650,000 334,347 
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Much of the procedure has already been discussed in Chapter 4.2.2 but it must be 
emphasized that mean squared error of the model should be minimized in order to create narrower 
prediction limits that will maximize the efficiency of grading.  
5.5 Optimization Grading 
 
 From the regression equations for predicted MOEs and MOR (Equations 4.5 and 4.6), it can 
be seen that knot variables significantly affect the predicted values and thus the grade designation 
for each board. Since the global parameters of density and wavespeed are fixed for each board, the 
location of knots would need to be changed to maximize the predicted value, assuming the board 
is utilized in the specified orientation. This would be achieved by changing the orientation of the 
board such that knot row variables would maximize the predicted value, i.e. flipping the board.  
To maximize predicted MOEs, the difference in the value of Row1 and Row7 are compared 
and the board should be oriented such that the row with lesser value should be chosen as Row7. 
The increase in predicted MOEs will be 31,780 – the parameter estimate for Row7 – multiplied by 
the difference in the values of Row1 and Row7. Of the 140 samples used to create the final model 
in Chapter 4.4, 87 had different values for the two row variables. The average difference between 
Row1 and Row7 for the 87 samples was about three, or nearly a 100,000 psi difference in the 
predicted MOEs. Although some boards will not have a true MOEs that reflects this maximization 
due to prediction error, the expected or average value of the actual MOEs at a given level of the 
predicted MOEs will be equal to that predicted value since the least squares solution is unbiased 
with errors that have a mean of zero (Montgomery et al. 2012). In other words, maximizing the 




Simply specifying the orientation of the board could maximize predicted and, therefore, 
actual MOEs, in some extreme cases by as much as 380,000 psi. This would directly lead to an 
improvement in grade and would optimize the potential of each board. However, it would require 
the specification of the proper orientation of each board in bending. This may be something lumber 
producers are unwilling to do and may complicate design specifications. It may be possible to 
specify two values of stiffness – a minimum and a maximum, dependent upon which side is loaded 
in compression or tension. Within each 100,000 psi grade-range of E, another value could be 
specified for each board – maximal stiffness as determined by orientation. Each board would be 
graded based on the minimum predicted MOEs for both orientations. Then, the maximum MOEs 
would be specified along with the proper orientation.  
The optimization of bending strength is similar to that of stiffness, but is slightly more 
complicated because (1) it depends on the predicted MOEs, which may take two values; and, (2) 
there are four knot variables that must be considered, rather than just two. Maximizing the 
predicted MOEs may not necessarily maximize predicted MOR for the same board since the values 
of the other row variables could result in lower predicted values of MOR. In practice, a board 
would have two values of predicted MOEs and MOR – one set for each orientation. A lumber 
producer could choose which parameter to maximize based on the predicted value of strength and 
stiffness for each of the two orientations. Fortunately, when the orientation is chosen such that 
MOEs is maximized, the MOR is also maximized much of the time. Of the 140 samples, 79 had 
both maximum predicted MOEs and MOR for the same orientation with only 11 with maximum 
predicted values of one parameter under one orientation and a maximum of the other predicted 
parameter under the other orientation (Table 5.4). Many of the samples had identical predicted 
MOEs for both orientations because only the outer row knot variables (Row1 and Row7) must be 
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Table 5.5 – Optimization summary of 140 samples when 
orientation is chosen to maximize predicted MOEs if two unique 
values exist or when they are equal 
identical, which is not uncommon. Similarly, if the orientation is chosen such that the predicted 
MOR is maximized, then 129 of the 140 samples (92%) had maximum predicted MOEs, but this 
would require each of the predicted MOEs to be calculated beforehand.    
For instance, orientation A could have predicted MOEs of 1,200,000 psi and predicted MOR 
of 5,000 psi and orientation B have predicted MOEs of 1,100,000 psi and predicted MOR of 6,000 
psi. Depending on how the board is used (i.e. the orientation during bending), the allowable 
mechanical properties may vary considerably just by flipping the board, though they are usually 







For any knowledgeable user of lumber, it is common sense to avoid knots on the tension side when 
loaded in bending, especially near the edge. This principal may not always be followed in practice 
and unless explicitly marked, it would be unreasonable, if not impossible, to estimate the difference 
between orientations for a particular board. However, the exact values, or at least the predicted 
values that would lead to a particular grade, could be stated for specific loadings and orientations 
to predict the allowable values under any circumstance. The specific application and design values 
of a member are most likely known which may make this method feasible. In theory, each board 


























between orientations. The heterogeneous structure and behavior of wood is a disadvantage that 
complicates its use; but, as this study highlights, there are methods to overcome this that should 
be pursued.   
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 Nondestructive physical and visual measurements were used to develop regression models 
to predict the static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and modulus of rupture (MOR) of  
2x6, 8 ft. long southern pine lumber. The nondestructive physical measurements included 
wavespeed and density; visual variables included rate of growth and a developed knot 
measurement method that also accounts for localized slope of grain. This knot measurement 
system proved to be an accurate and simplified approach to account for the location and size of 
knots and the surrounding slope of grain. The dichotomous classification of each cell face within 
the grid system and the summation of rows reduced a relatively complex system into a form that 
was readily fed into standard multiple regression.   
Two sets of predictive models were developed: one set which included all samples and 
another that did not include boards with wavespeeds greater than 18,000 ft./s as these were very 
influential to the model. The models that included all samples were inferior to the modes that did 
not include the influential samples. The dynamic modulus of elasticity calculated from density and 
wavespeed, which is the standard approach for predicting MOEs, was not valid for samples that 
had abnormally high wavespeeds, which this method useless for sample sets that included the 
influential samples. Instead, the rate of growth as measured by minimum rings per inch of both 
ends, as well as density and knot variables, was used to predict MOEs and MOR. The coefficient 
of determination for the models in the training set for predicted MOEs and MOR was 0.712 and 
0.690, respectively. However, since the proportion of samples that had abnormal wavespeeds was 
relatively low and those samples were of very poor quality anyway, models that excluded the 
influential samples became the focus of the study.  
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Models with influential samples removed performed better than those that included all 
samples – R2 of 0.892 and 0.714 for MOEs and MOR, respectively. Unlike the models that included 
all samples, these models did not include ring measurements which are difficult to measure and 
are most likely imprecise. These models performed better with independent samples (the validation 
set) which implies better predictive performance. As demonstrated in the simulated grading study, 
these models have adequate performance to meet the American Lumber Standards Committee 
(ALSC) criteria for machine-evaluated lumber (MEL).   
Both sets of models include the developed knot summation variables derived from the grid 
system. For both models, the effect of knots on MOEs and MOR was shown to be very significant, 
especially for MOR. As expected, the amount of knots as well as their location is significant. The 
method of measuring knots was effective, although some modification to the size of the grids may 
be necessary. Future studies may eliminate interior rows altogether and slightly reduce the width 
of outer rows to increase the accuracy. This method may eventually evolve into more than simply 
summing rows of knots, perhaps by dealing with individual cells, their locations, and the possible 
interaction between them.  
This study suggests that simplified approaches to account for defects in lumber may be 
used without sacrificing predictive ability. The method of segmenting the board into cells and 
simply classifying as “defective” or “non-defective” may have advantages in the current lumber 
grading procedure. For one, visual scanning systems may detect binary outcomes for specific 
regions more accurately and quickly. Summing the number of defective cells may be less 
computationally intensive than other methods, also. If cell dimensions are chosen correctly, slope 
of grain is accounted for which currently is measured with much more involved methods.    
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A grading simulation study was carried out in order to test the feasibility of the developed 
models to adhere to actual southern pine design specifications. Distributions were estimated from 
the samples and 5,000 random samples were generated according to the estimated distribution 
parameters. The models performed very well and sorted the generated samples into grades in 
compliance with the American Lumber Standards Committee policy for machine-evaluated 
lumber. Details of the grading procedure were also explained such that MOEs and MOR lumber 
grading would be better understood.  
As a result of the developed predictive models, changes to design specifications for 
southern pine structural lumber were suggested in which each orientation of the board would be 
assigned an allowable bending stress and stiffness. The location of knots as measured by Rowi 
variables is dependent upon the orientation of the board; thus it is possible to maximize the 
predicted and, therefore, actual mechanical properties by changing the Rowi variable. Liability 
issues and difficulties of implementation aside, the specification of the optimal orientation of each 
board could be very beneficial. Not only would producers be able to maximize the value of each 
board by increasing the allowable load and its grade, but the resource would be used more 
efficiently. The value to not only the producer, but the user of lumber may greatly increase if these 
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